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IMPROVEMENTS TO THE NUCLEAR MODEL CODE GNASH FOR CROSS SECTION
CALCULATIONS AT HIGHER ENERGIES

P. G. Young M.B. Chadwick
Los AlaumsNationalLaborau:_ Lawrem_LivemmreNational
Mail Slop B-243 Mail Slop L-298
Los Alamos, NM 87545 Livennore, CA 94550

ABSTRACT effects in ournew equilibriumandpreequilibriummodeling
by analyzing two phenomena sensitive to spin disttibu-

The nuclear model code GNASH, which in the past tions: (n,xn),) discrete gamma-rayproductionfor incident
has been used wedomin_fly for incidentparticleenergies neutronenergies t_ 200 MeV, and iong-Hved isomer Wo-
below 20 MeV, has been modified extensively for cal- duction in reactionsimiggtantfor fusion technology.
culations at higher energies. The model extensions and
impmvemen*,saxede,scril_ in this paper,and their signff- II. StandardModelsin GNASH
icance is illustratedby comparingcalculationswith exper-
imentaldatafor incidentenergiesupto 160MeV. The standard GNASH code implements Hanser-

Feshbachthe¢_inan open-endedsequenceofreaction
I. INTRO_ON chains,withfullconsexvationof angularmomentum.

Transmissioncoefficientsforparticlesare_ from
We have made a number of modifications to the optical model calculations and for gamma rays from a

unclear model code GNASHl in order to improve the generalizedLorentzian giant dipole resonance model. In
accuracy of calculationsat incidentparticle energies up to addition,opticalmodel potentials axe used to obtaininitial
200 MeV. Most important among the changes is the compound nucleus formation cross sections, which then
adaptationof the code to permitits use in conjunctionwith determine the overall normalization of all calculated
quantummechanicalpreequilibriumcalculations, imple- emission cross sections. Continuum level densities are
menting(and extending) the theoryof Fe_bach, Kennan, obtained fromphenomenological level density functions,
and Koonin2 (FKK) in our FKK-GNASH version of the which arematchedat lower excitation energies to discrete
code.3 We have also incotyorated a model for calculating level data. Both discreteandcontinuum structuredataare
multiple weequilibriumeffects, thatis, we pexmit[mrficle- utilized in GNASH calculations. Preequilibrium
hole states left after the first preequilibrium particle is corrections, which become increasingly important at
emitted to further decay by "multiple preequilibrium" energies above 10 MeV, aremade in the original GNASH
emission.4 We demonstratebelow thatit is importantfor code using a semiclassical exciton model.7 For actinide
certain applications to include multiple preequilibrium studies, the code contains a detailed fission model,
effects for secondaryneutronsand protons as well as the allowing useof up to threeuncoupledfission barriers.
usualcorrectionsinthe primarydecay channels. Addition-

IIl. Model ExtensionsforHigherEnergyCalculations
ally, we have developed an FKK-based formalism for

estimating spin distributionsin preequilibrinm reactions A number of model improvements have been
and have used this result to obtain an easily applicable incorporatedin the GNASH code system that enhance its
method for includingspin effects in an exciton model.5 capabilitiesin calculationsfor incidentenergies above -20

MeV. These include improved level density representa-
In this paper we illustrate the significance of the tions as well as moreappropriatedirectreactionmodelsand

model improvementsand include comparisons of calcu- higher energy optical model potentials.8 In the sections
lations withexperimen_l data for several targetmaterials, below we describe improved capabilities for calculating
We apply both GNASH and FKK-GNASH to calculate preequilibriumreactionsin the FKK-GNASHcode.
(p,xn) and (p,xp) reactions for incident energies to 160
MeV (partof a recentNuclearEnergyAgency code inter- A. FK -GNASH
comparison),6 whichallows a comparisonof semiclassical
and quantumdescriptionsof preequUibriumemission for With a view towardimproved predictive capabilities,
high energies. We also investigate angular momentum the existing seraiclassical preequilibrium model in



GNASH has been complemented with an improved 103 ' "90 " ' ' ' ' '"' "" ' ' ' ' _

quantum mechanical model from FKK preequilibrium 7_r(p,n)0Ep --'--160 [V_Vthemy in our FKK-GNASH code. FEE theory, which has

been used successfullytO calculate nucleon-induced _. 102 _ --t_ _t_r_n_o.\ .......b___

reactions up to the pion threshold, describes reiGns as _ _ --_ _
of d ho caused 10' . , -

by nucleon-nucleon interactions as the nuclear system _ /__ ..........._-,_-._

_"_'-, ._

evolves towards equilibrium. Preequilibflmn emission "_ 10° _--_--_'__i

occurs when particle decay takes place from simple _--_ ......
particle-hole stages early in the reaction,and typically

results in high-energy and forward-peaked particle 10" !, _ I
emission. In the _ theory two different types of 10-2 " . i t .. , . _, .... , ..... , ....preoquilibrium emission can occur: multistep direct 0 20 40 eO 80 100 120 140 160

(MSD) and multistep compound (MSC). In FKK- Energy (MeV)
GNASH, we combine the MSD and MSC preequilibrium
cmnpmwJts with full Hatlser-Feshba_ calculatiol_ which Fig. 1. CompariJon of calculated and measured9 angle-

allows the whole particle and gamma-ray emission integratedneutronemission spectra fromp + 9°Zr reactions at
lpectrmn to be calculaled ill a consisl_t manner, a protonenergy of 160 MeV.

The FKK-GNASHcodehasbeenusedtocalculate _101 :'' _.^'"' "'''' "" "' "' ' '
neutron and proton emission spectra from n + 93Nb _=,_3,fl) E =160 MeV
reactions3 and from p +90Zr and p 4- 208pb reactions. 6 _ 100 _" - p --FKK Model '

The latter calculations are part of a codeintetcomparison _ 10., '." _'_, .. •......ExcitonModel

activity by the NEA, which also includes calculations _ :: x_ '"" _...E =,80using our standard GNASH code. A comparison of 10.2 _. __._ "_...MeV .calculated and measured 9 angle-integrated neutron emission "_"_ _"

Fig. 1, and comparisons of the angular distributions are ._ _40\\ _ "-,,.'_... :
given in Fig. 2 for emission energies of 80, 100, and 140 D 10"4 _' _ -_., _ "_"_

MeV. Both theFKK-GNASH and standard GNASH _ . , . i . , . , . \_ , , i_..,_
calculations are seen to reasonably reproduce the measured 10"60 20 40 60 8o loo 120140_0 180
data. Angular effects are incorporated in the standard

AngleGNASH results by means of the systematics of xuey!
Kalbach, lO which appear to be valid out to back angles. Fig. 2. Measured9 and calculated angular distributions of
The FKK-GNASH calculations reproduce the angular neutrons from 9°Zr(p,xn) reactions for Ep = 160 MeV at
distribution reliably at angles below -100 ° but tend to fall several emission energies.
off too rapidly at far back angles.

theory. 4 This latter model makes use of DWBA matrix

B. Multiple Preequilibrium elements that are already determined in FKK calculations of
primary preequilibrium and is therefore straightforward to

The FKK theory, as originally formulated, only takes implement in FKK calculations.
into account the preequilibrium emission of one particle
(primary preequilibrium emission). The assumption is A clear indication of the importance of including
that this particle carries away so much energy that the multiple preequilibrium processes in calculations above
remaining excited residual nucleus cannot emit another -30 MeV can be seen in comparisons of theoretical
preequilibrium particle, and instead becomes equilibrated calculations with high-resolution measurements of gamma-
before undergoing compound-nucleus decay. This assump- ray excitation functions from (n,xn¥) measurements.
tion begins to fail, however, for nucleon energies above a Calculations with and without multiple preequilibrium are
few 10's of MeV, where it becomes possible to emit more compared to measurements I 1 of the 0.803-MeV gamma-
than one particle through a preequilibrium mechanism, ray from the 207pb(n,2ny) reaction in Fig. 3, which
We refer to this process as multiple preequilibrium and results from decay of the 2+ fast excited state of 2°6pb to
have developed formalisms for computing its effects, both the 0 + ground state. This type of reaction is particularly
a preliminary version in the context of the exciton model 8 sensitive to multiple preequilibrium effects because the

(as shown in Fig. 1) and a preferred model utilizing FKK additional high-energy component in neutron emission
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0_/eb__j.I'' ' _'11 , i ....-.b18()3'|' ' ' ofAkkermansandKoning,13who observedhow theFKK7J E = MoV and exciton mod_s rdate to each other. The resuit for the

10_ _ Y exciton model spin distributionof residual nuclei from a
_ -- _ with_ Preeo_ preequilibriumstage N _sgivenby

'_ • Vonachet at, 1994 PN(J) = (at+txai+t)sl-0 a,qt-sll t,4a-sl102 \. (2s_'+t) R_(0, (I)

(_ ........_ _ _ i _ where h wherei and
n P + 2N, designatesprojectile

I .....""" ejectilespins,I isthetargetspin,I isthespinofthe
1010 20'40" ' ' ' ' "i"--.-..j. , . , . , . residualnucleusthroughcouplingwithangularmomentum

60 80 100 120 140 _3 180 200 t and spin flip Sfi and Rn(l) is a Gaussian angular
Energy (MUM) distributionfunction

Fig. 3. Calculationof the2°Tpb(n,2ny)crou sectionwithand
without multiplepreequilibriumcomparedto experimental Rn(_ ) _. 2t+l _X_[ (l+t) a ]p[- j (2)data.l 1

from the (n,2n) reaction (relative to the equilibrium and 0 2 = 0.24nA2/3 is the spincut-off.
process) leads to greatlyenhanced(n,2nT)cross sections at
higherincidentenergies. We have compared the FKK and exciton spin-

distributionmodelsby calculating14-MeVneutron-induced
We have also demonstrated the importance of reactionson 179Hfthatpmducethe25.l-d, 25/2-isomeric

multiple-preequilJbriumeffects by imposing the constraint state in 179Hf(Ex ffi1.11 MeV) andthe 31-y, 16+ Lq_mer
of unitarityon calculationsof p + 90Zrcalculations at 80 in 178Hf (Ex = 2.45 MeV). 5 We find that the
and 160 MeV.4 These calculations show that if multiple preequilibrium spectra from the two models are quite

reequilibrium effects are ignored and experimental similar at higherexcitation energies, but the FKK spectra
OZr(p,xp) and (p,xn) data are fit by including only is reducedrelative to the exciton spectraat lower emission

primary preequilibrium, then the sum of the primary energies. This effect occurs because the multistep
preequilibriumcross sections exceeds the reaction cross contributions in the FKK calculations are signif'tc,antly
section at 80 MeV by -15% and at 160 MeV by -50%. It smaller thanin the exciton case. For example, at 5 MeV
should beemphasizedthatconclusions suchas these based residual nucleus energy the FKK 2hal-stepis only 3% of
on th_experimental comparisonscanonly be drawn the lSt-step, comparedto 17% for the exciton case. This,
ff the calculations include a complete description of all along with the large microscopic DWBA amplitudes we
contributingprocesses, obtain for low £ transfers, leads to a FKK spin

distribution weighted toward lower spins than in the

C. SpinEffects in Preequilibrium exciton model case, as is shown in Fig. 4.

! I I

We have developed an MSD formalism within the "_ -_gH_fE -- MeV Spin DistributionFKK theory that accounts for nonzero spin in --a_ x'-'5

| .,, m'--'_

 -o2 /--,, - FxK.preequilibriumreactions (such a formalismwas developed ._o
f._ ,...q....,

earlier for MSC reactions12) and, by considering the
relationshipsbetween FIGUMSDand exciton theory,also .E_
have obtained a new and easily applicable method for
including spins in the exciton model.5 In the FKK/MSD _ o.1
case, we remove theoriginal FKK spin-zero approximation
by treating the lplh states excited in the interaction as

°'"'"",

absorbing the transferred angular momentum, after which if- o.oo 2 ,_ e o lo 12 _ 16
their angular momentum couples with the intrinsic "core"
spin of the target. This allows us to use much of the J (units of h/2rr)

existing MSD caiculational formalism while accounting Fig.4. Comparisonof residualspindistributionin 179Hfat an
for finite intrinsicspin in a straightforwardmanner. The excitationenergyof 5 MeV usingFKK andexcitonpreequi-
extension to the exciton model was motivatedby the work libriummodels.



Theresultsoftheisomer-_n cakadationsfrom 3. M.B.ChadwickandP.G.Young,Phys.Rev.C.47,
the _ andexciton modelsare_ to experimental 2255(1993).
data 14 in Table 1. The different spin distributions from
the two models leadto significantlydiffer'eatisomer cross 4. M.B. Chadwick,HaM. Biann, P.G. Young and D.C.
sections. In fact, however, the uncertainties in the George, "Multiple PreequilibriumProcesses in FKK
calculation (mainly neutn_ uansmission coefficients and Theory,"submitted Phys. Rev. C (1994).
structuredata)aresufficiently large thateither model leads
to mesults_ly consistentwiththe experimentaldata,

5. M.B. Chadwick, P.G. Young, P. Oblozinsky, and A.although the FKK values are somewhat low. Our new
exciton model calculations agree better with the Marcinkowski, "Preequilibrium Spin Effects in
measurements than our earlier ones, which assumed , Feshbach-Ketman-Koouin and Exciton Models and ,
equilibrium spin distributions for both equilibrium and Application to High-Spin isomer Production,"to be
preequilitriumreactions.15 publishedin Phys. Rev. C (1994).

Table 1. Theoreticaland Experimental14-MeV Neutron- 6. M.B. Chadwick and P.G. Young, "FKK-GNASH
InducedCrossSectionsfor theProductionof IsomericStatesin Calculations of (p,xa) and (p,xp) Reactions on 90Zr
Hsfnium and208pb for _ Code lnteJcomparison,"Interna-

........,....... I , , ......... , tionalCode Intercomgmison"LA-UR-93-104 (1993).

Reaction FKK Exciton Experiment14
Model Model 7. C. Kalbach,Z Phys. A 283, 401 (1977).

l?gHf(n,2n) 2.33 mb 10.82 mb 6.29 :!:.35 mb 8. P.G. Young, M.B. Chadwick, and M. Bozoian, Prec.
...t,178m2Hf[16+] Sym. on NuclearData EvaluatitnMethodology,

Upton, NY, 12-16 _ 1992, (Ed. C. L. Dunfofd,
179Hf(n,n') 2.93 mb 15.23 mb 12.8 :l: 1.5 mb WorldScientific Pw,s_ Singapm_, 1993) p. 480.

.--_179m2Hf[12.5+]
9. W. Scobel, M. Trabandt,M. Blatm, B. Pohl, B. Rem-

ington,R.C. Byrd, C. Foster_R. Bonetti, C. Chiesa,
and S.M. Grimes, Phys. Rev. C 41, 2010 (1990).

IV. Conclusions

10. C. Kalbach,Phys. Rev. C 37, 2350 (1988).
The FKK andexciton models that we have developed

and incorporatedinto the GNASH-FKK code have been 11. H. Vonach, A. Pavlik, M.D. Chadwick, R, C. Haight,
shown to give a very satisfactorydescription ofpreequi-
libfium reactionsout to an incidentnucleon energy of 160 R.O. Nelson, S. A. Wender, and P. G. Young,
MeV. We have summarizeda formalism for determining "207,208pb(n,xny)Reactions for NeutronEnergies up
multiplepreequilibriumemission thatis straightforwardto to 200 MeV," submittedPhys, Rev. C (1994).
implement in FKK/MSD calculations and have
demonstrated the importanceof multiple preequilibrium 12. M. Herman,A. Marcinkowski and K. Stankiewicz,
reactionsathigherenergies. In particular,inclusion of this Nucl. Phys. A430, 69 (1984); M.B. Chadwick, Phl).

_. effect is essential if agreement with measurements of thesis (Oxford Univ., 1989); R. Bonetti, M.B.
particleemission spectraand flux conservation are to be Chadwick, P.E. Hodgson, B.V. Carlson, and M.S.
simultaneously achieved. Finally, we have presented an Hussein, Physics Reports 202 (,_): 17! (1991).
MSD formalism that accounts for finite spins, and have

developeda new andeasily applicablemethod for including 13. J.M. Akkermansand A.J. goning, Phys. Lett. B234,
spin effects in the exciton model. 417 (1990); A.J. Koning and J.M. Akkermans,Ann.
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